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Instructor and Coach Survey Results 

1 Preamble 
This survey was sent to 643 members with the following information; 
This form is being sent to all members who are shown in our data base to hold an Instructor and or 
Coach Qualification. This is a one off survey to assist us in the implementation of the Soaring to the 
Future program. Your anonymous response is very valuable to us and we really appreciate your time in 
completing this survey. 

2 Who Responded 
 
326 Responses were received 
 
AEIs 77 
 
Coaches 64  

Coach rating alone    4 (including one RTO Sports) 
Coach rating plus AEI  19 
Coach plus Level 1   2 
Coach plus Level 2  34 
Coach plus Level 3  5 Total 64 
 

 Coaching but no rating  26 Total 90 
 
Level 1      44 
Level 2      99    
Level 3      26    
CFIs     35  (24 L2, 8L3, 3 CFI only?) 
 
RMO Ops     4 
RTO Sports    4 
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3 How long have you held your oldest current rating ? 

 

 
  12 Individual comments indicating not instructing now 
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4 On average how many hours per month do spend on 
issues related to your ratings and roles eg Hours o n 
field, Attending panel meetings, Working on emails 
and documents etc? 

 

 
 
 4 individual responses indicating not instructing now 
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5 Would you like to instruct and or coach More or 
Less than you currently do? 

 

 

 
 
  14 Individual comments indicating individuals no longer instructing 

6 What steps could GFA take that would increase you r 
participation in instructing or coaching? 

 
161 Responses Reproduced in Full in Appendix A 
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39 Standardise Training – specifically around coaching qualification and delivery – several  

  suggestion sharing instructors between clubs to share the load and improve standardisation 
47 Limited by age and time – points to need for improved efficiencies 
12 Better documentation/ less regulation 
9 Reduce costs 
21 Asking for more or less students and more or less instructors – reinforcing comments re  

  sharing instructor resources 
27 Happy with Status Quo 
 

7 How many more years do you plan to continue to 
hold your ratings? 

 

8 What factors limit your current involvement in 
instructing or coaching? 

 
Happy with Status Quo – 46 = 14% 
Free time – 173 = 53% 
Other commitments including club committee, tug pilot, family – 173 = 53% 
Prefer to do my own flying – 120 = 37% 
Loss of Enthusiasm - 37 
Safety concerns/accountability/documentation - 25 
Lack of students/coachees – 21 = 6.5% 
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Not satisfying/lack of retention – 16 
Age/Health/Weight – 15 = 4.5% 
Not fun/ Expected to do too much – 12 
Club politics - 5 
Location of club and club flying days – 4 
Other comments – Lack of tug pilots, Stuck as an AEI (2), Cost (2) 
 

9 Are you keen to participate in S2F upskill traini ng 
for Instructors and Coaches 

 
 

 YES MAYBE NO 

TOTAL 51.00% 31.00% 18.00% 

AEI 46.00% 35.00% 19.00% 

L1 61.00% 27.00% 10.0% 

L2 45.00% 35.00% 20.00% 

L3 60.00% 17.00% 23.00% 
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10 Do you already hold a training qualification tha t we 
can recognise to as part of your S2F approval? 

 
22 Teachers/Lecturers 
9 RAAF Trained Instructors 
10 Holders of a CASA approved PMI 
24 Holders of Cert IV in Education 
2 RAAus Qualifications 
4 Power/Commercial 
4 Overseas Ratings 

11 What gaps do you see in the current syllabus & 
training methods that need to be addressed 

174 Responses received 
 
All are reproduced in Appendix B 
 
In summary; 
 
18 comments about teaching styles and techniques 
21 Happy with Status Quo 
23 Asking for updated documents – Instructors Handbook BGK etc 
41 With specific concerns about certain parts of the syllabus - several asking to mandate  

  soaring as part of basic training 
59 In favour of standardisation 
18 Wanting instructors to have improved skills for teaching / techniques etc 

12 Any additional comments or ideas to assist us wi th 
the process of designing the Instructor and Coach 
upskill syllabus and implementation? 

  
113 Responses Received, all reproduced in Appendix C 
 
14 Negative concerned about increased workload of S2F and questioning need/cost 
24 Positive in support of S2F or neutral 
56 comments around delivery of training/standardising syllabus/coaching implementation. Suggestions 
around improving training methods of instructors, modules, ground school, and computer based training 
5 Recommending use of Simulator 
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Appendix A Refers Section #6 
Funding the creation of a web based booking system for students. eg club can publish on their website and 
students can then book slots of time with instructor. 

Maybe an allowance of some kind to show appreciation of the services provided and cost recovery 

Offer free membership 

Pay for the training required 

Pay me otherwise nothing. I spend all my 'gliding time' instructing. I'd like to fly myself sometimes. 

Some form of remuneration or subsidy; eg, GFA and/or club fees, personal flying costs etc. 

The Melbounre Gliding Club like most clubs would need to encourage more of our membership to get involved 
with the running of the club... 

treat me some respect 

more students 

More students although my club does a lot of ab-initio instructing I could do more. 

More Training 

My club is small and only operates 1 day on the weekend - weather permitting. Provide support for interstate 
travel so that I can assist other clubs which would in term help with standardisation 

My club requires more instructors, nothing GFA can do about that I guess :) 

Additional training in Human Factors and instruction methods as well as coaching training 

Advanced courses Coaching 

assistance with other clubs flying activities 

Cohesive streamlined lesson plans 

Consideration should be given to assisting those club with a low number of instructors to have volunteer 
instructors come to their club and run week long training camps to aid trainees with their flying progress. 
As a general request, if you ask for assistance with instructing from a GFA perspective I would kindly assist, 
provided there was sufficient notice to dovetail the request in with my calendar. 

Constant attention through Ops - RMO-L3 to standardisation of methods per the manuals. Too many variables 
club to club. 

Continue to facilitate and fund annual coaching events. 

Do more to encourage cross country soaring by GFA members. Inspiring articles in the Gliding Magazine, 
some other form of encouragement outside the IGC badge system and outside competition flying. 

Encourage club to include short cross country flights for GPC pilots 

Events like GFA sanctioned womens weeks, juniors events etc 

Experienced and motivated instructors to travel to sites and take burden away from instructors who found 
themselves reluctantly in those roles 

focus on get the younger generation gliding 

Focus programmes on encouraging younger members to stay beyond going solo 

formal theory classes of flight and teaching 

Formalise a coaching rating 

Have permanent spots available at various clubs around the country 

Help instruct at other clubs 
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Help to standardise training across Australia, with respect to syllabus, procedures and documentation. 

I do wish to become a Level 2 instructor but I have to wait until Jan next year. We are all constrained by time 
but maybe courses to improve our techniques once we have the Level 1 rating. Maybe also advertisements 
that other clubs need instructors for short periods which means that Level 1 instructors can increase their 
hours but also getting experience at different clubs and requirements. 

I have been offered instructing at other clubs. 

I have recently obtained my Level 1 instructor rating. Although I am a member of Waikerie, ASC has offered to 
allow me to go onto the instructing roster at Gawler. This will allow me to do more instructing than I would 
otherwise do at Waikerie and to continue to improve my teaching skills. In turn, this will be good for Waikerie 
and our future development of instructing courses. 

I was going to attend a coaching course at Narromine organised by NSWG but work commitments prevented 
me from attending. This is a good initiative to increase coaching participation by instructors. For instructors 
from non-cross country clubs, arranging camps at cross country sites would help. 

I would like to see a really structured training and student progress manual. The latest Glider Pilot Training 
Record is very helpful now. 

Increasing demand for coaching. At the moment there are a lot of pilots who could use coaching but it does not 
occur to them 

Make the transition of ab initio pilots from circuits to cross country flying more structured, and give the coaches 
a recognised role in the process. 

match instructor/coach level with appropriate student level 

Maybe more coaching programs? Unfortunately unable to participate in the upcoming one at Narromine. 

More coaching/instructor courses and seminars. 

More cross country - less circuits and initial training. 

My weekend participation is limited by work / leave / family. I probably couldn't do any more weekends than at 
present. However, I would be interested in doing a week full time, eg at a venue which runs mid week courses. 
If these courses were opened to all instructors via a GFA email then, if I was more aware of the opportunities I 
might be able to get some time off to help at one of them.  
NB - I am based at GCV, which runs mid week courses, and I will hopefully help out on one of these, but there 
are several venues which run courses, and I have never heard about whether I could help on these other 
ones.  
Therefore GFA could communicate this information to instructors in advance and get instructors working at 
different courses, away from their home club.  

Need better training options to improve skills 

Offer instructor training that can come to your home club. Which is obviously very difficult. 

Organise training weeks, sort of same format as compettions, but then for ab-initio students. A learn to fly 
week, catering etc. sorted. 

Potential instructor roster positions. Advertise clubs etc that require instructors and or coaches. 

Probably more instrutor training. 
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Provide more follow-up training/information to allow us to become better instructors once we have obtained our 
rating. This could be in the form of additional courses (eg. advanced training skills), online info, instructing at 
other clubs with students you don't know and a club/airport you don't know. I believe this will take us out of the 
comfort zone. 
I also think that instructors should be encouraged to do an aerobatics course. This will give them a better 
understanding of flight that may assist them in instructing especially with a student who is having difficulty in 
the three dimensional world. 
I don't think enough is provided to students and probably instructors who never go away from their home field, 
on the handling of a safe out landing. I think this should be demonstrated be pilots, including instructors, at 
their annual check flight unless they have had a successful out landing in the last 6 months. Maybe this could 
be a course. 

Recognise that qualifications (CPL, 30 years power flying, cert4 T&E, tug pilot) and experience other than a 
gliding instructor rating may mean I can competently conduct ground school in many gliding subjects, eg 
navigation, radio, flight computers, human performance 

structured coaching a normal part of club operations 

There is no true boundary between what is coaching and what is instructing. The present approach of level 
three instructors, which is very much focused on sending pupils solo,rather than teaching them to enjoy 
soaring needs to be changed. I would like to see the instructors manual and syllabus say that all instructors 
should take every opportunity the weather provides to teach their pupils about soaring, and that no one should 
go solo until they have demonstrated an ability to find and centre thermals and stay up after they have gone 
solo. Pupils should be encouraged to undertake short dual cross country flight with appropriately experienced 
instructors/coaches. 

Already fully extended 

Assist in speeding up my retirement!!!! 

At present I do a minimum of instructing, too much time has to be spent in the tug. 

Create time flexibility by actively promoting and investing in motor glider resources for clubs for training as 
RAAF have done with cadets. 

Find a way of allowing me to retire :) 

GFA can't really do much to help me until I get some more personal time. 

GFA is not the issue, time is! 

I am approaching the end of my involvement as a Gliding Instructor, because of my age and the length of time 
over which I have been involved. My enthusiasm is waning and I feel that I should spend my remaining years 
as a recreational pilot. I don't think there are any steps that GFA could take that would increase my 
participation as either an Instructor or as a Coach. 

I am concerned that the shortage of instructors in our club means I do more instructing than advancing my own 
skills. 

I am not interested in additional instructor workload. My current commitment is a necessity because of the size 
of our club. 

I am not interested in increasing, I also have a LSA aircraft which takes a lot of my time 

I assist our club as much as I can with my AEI rating but we do not get that many flights and my time is very 
limited as I work full time and have family commitments. 

I cannot do any more instructing beacause I also tow, and fly competitions as well as instructing in RAAus - 
which I am paid for! 

I do not think it is a GFA solution here but one for the club to solve. 

I don't see anything that would do that. 

I don't think i could do any more 

I don't wish to increase the amount of instructing I do. 
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I instruct almost every week end for club and several camps for Cadets....Can't think of anything to increase 
participation... 

I often get trapped in the tug and I prefer being solo. 

I reduced my input as a result of club politics. So I suppose other clubs might use me where members can 
take you at face value . 

I will turn 75 next year, and will consider my future in the sport then. 

Its not a GFA issue but limits with my personal circumstances. 

make me 10 years younger now 73 

Medical issues with wife so no possible to increase time available. 

More up to me than you 

More up to me than you 

My situation is more about location to airfield rather than GFA. At present I live 7 hrs away and don't get to 
spend the time I would like to spend flying. 

None - it is my time constraint of working 

None- currently limited by family commitments 

None my personal life sets limits on how much gliding I can do. I would,like to participate in midweek courses 
however I can take time off work for that. 

none work related 

None, I have a busy life with not much time for additional participation 

None. I already do as much as I wish and have time to do, including tug piloting 

Not a lot more could be done by the GFA to increase my participation in instructing, as I have indicated, the 
amount of time I have is limited by personal commitments. When I am ready to take on the role of Level 1 
Instructor or coach, I will undoubtedly receive all the training and encouragement I will need from my mentors 
and instructors. 

Not a lot, our flying rate is dictated by when the Cadets are scheduled to fly. 

Not applicable 

Not interested in increasing, time to look after myself. 

Not much - all related to my own availability 

Not much at the moment, i am time poor and that is the limiting factor! 

nothing, in my sixties so probably wind back over time 

Nothing; I am working on other things on my bucket list 

Problem is balancing instructing and personal flying 

Reduce my AW workload 

Restrictions are mainly due to work commitments. Maybe if I win the lottery I can spend less time at work and 
more time at the airfield :). 

Still doing some DUO crosscountry stuff. Some cross country in ASG29. However thinking of bowing out next 
year 60 continuous years since first solo Also torning 80. 

Supply elixir of youth. 

It's probably out of their hands but more students would be nice 

More members to instruct 

Advertising 

Assist in gaining and retaining students - we are mostly a club of XC pilots. 

Attract more students. 

Continue efforts to promote gliding and get more people to learn 
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encourage more new members to join through incentives such as AEF promotion. Current lack of Instructors in 
the system, stems from a lack of new members which forms a pool from which suitable candidates can be 
selected. 

Encourage more students 

Encourage younger students 

more Club Members 

need more active instructors to ease the overall burden 

Need more students 

Regarding AEFs the GFA should seek ways to get a better retainment ratio 

Strive to increase member intake and retention, especially to smaller clubs 

We need more student members. 

We need more students 

We need more students and post solo students that are interested in being coached. Time and logistics greatly 
affect my ability to instruct and coach effectively. 

Better material 

Do not increase any paperwork. reduce things like different levels of independent ops, passenger ratings etc 

Ensure that we have clear curricula and support materials. 

More collaboration/consultation on training materials. Basic Gliding Knowledge is an example of something 
that was in need of an overall but the final result, whilst prettier, is less useful, functional, informative and 
accurate. 

More online briefing and debriefing 'sessions' where you can sit down with a student and go over the various 
lessons. So all clubs and instructors are teaching the same thing. So that we aren't drawing diagrams of 
circuits in the dirt with sticks. So the whole learning process becomes professional. So instructors don't 
become complacent over time. More interaction with students. More to do when weather is not agreeable. 

Reduce regulation and bureaucratic requirements which tend to reduce the enjoyment of our sport and 
complicate matters, sometimes with no apparent benefit to the club members. 

Regular instructor training courses 

Remove the requirement to hold insurance for coaching in two-seaters. 

Required documentation has greatly improved recently. Keep up the good work now with timely amendments 
will continue to make the job easier and satisfying. 

The ratio of hours spent organising and administering a medium sized club to the number of hours spent flying 
is about 10 to 1. I would like to see efficiencies in the admin area to allow more flying time. 

Keep bureaucracy to a minimum 

Running L1 courses 

Currently working on Level 1 instructor training 

Few 

Happy being an AEI, but not to be an Instructor 

Happy to do Air Experience Flights 

Happy with present support 

Happy with the GFA input 

Help me retire from my job!...... Sorry, not helpful I know but it is the truth! 

I already do enough! 

I am approaching the age where i plan to retire from these roles 

I am happy with my workload at the moment 
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I am Ok with the current process. 

I'm Pleased with the systematic way GFA is responding to the challenges. Keep this up 

It is good at the moment 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil, Any increase is up to me. 

No Issues with GFA. They have already fine a lot for me 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Organization and training in GFA is very good and seems that all is in place. 
Simply there is only lack of " new young members " ... but this issue is already addressed by GFA in many 
ways..... 

Status quo fits my lifestyle & commitments. I have had positive experiences in the past delivering a short (2 x 
2.5 hour) course using a simulator (x-plane) loaded onto six computers with joysticks. The course ranged from 
principles of flight to a one hour "cross country" competition. Can be delivered as a promotion to a range of 
community groups. Perhaps an idea worth pursuing / developing , especially if the software could be linked 
across six laptops. (mine weren't) 

Sufficiently involved now. 

The present courses are adequate. 

Train separate field manager/duty pilot to relieve instructor of this task. 

UNSURE 

Waive annual GFA membership fee for active coaches or instructors. Subsidise flying costs for coach / 
instructor revalidation and training events. 

Better weather! :-) Dedicated forum or email list for coaches. AusSoaring list is awful, GFA list is not much 
better. A forum could be a nice resource. 

Encourage Wagga Gliding Club to restart operations. 
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13 Appendix B Refers Section #11 
 

All seems okay 

Happy with the syllabus 

I am not aware of any gaps that need to be addressed 

I don't see a gap. 

I don't see gaps, perhaps we overtrain and over review. We have too many training/safety/update days that could be 
held at night mid-week or after actual gliding, not stopping gliding for more talking on good gliding days. 

Looks good at the moment 

Nil I believe the current is very sound 

No gaps but maybe too much, just stuff 

No gaps that I can see. 

None at this stage 

none really 

Nothing significant except more regular refresher courses 

Very happy with Kingaroys track record . Been with same club since its formation 1958 . 

I am happy with the system as it Stands. But more communication on the new circuit procedure adopting the British 
45 degree intersect of base leg would be good. 

I am quite happy with the syllabus. 

I think it is fine. 

It is improving all the time. Which is of course is no reason to stop. Post solo and also aerobatics 

It is quite nice syllabus to train airman ship from the student 

None 

None 

None, if the current Instructor's Handbook is followed. 
be careful that you dont make things too hard , the gfa has done well so for without the need to increase the burden 
on the current active members that keep the wheels turning 

Club versus GFA - not sure what the process is exactly. 

Trying specific for those with disabilities and use of hand controlled rudders 

Wonder whether a good ground simulator would help in certain areas eg circuit training. But I don't expect this to be 
a panacea given the limitations of affordable simulators. 
Working on the development of simulator lesson plans to improve standard of training 

Provide more funding for Instructors to fly with each other to enhance training methods. 

I found their are a lot of assumptions over the years in terms of people knowing information. You can fully digest all 
publications (ideal perhaps). Even then, a shorter form knowledge checklist of sorts with references to associated 
articles would help. Like a GFA wikipedia of sorts however just a 'must know' would help. When I flew for a living 
(military), I had the what's in my head (needed on the spot and for any QA), what's in a checklist (quick reference 
backup) and the flight manual and SOPs(read and then referenced). Writing this I recall a SA club that had built 
some of this type of information......was this to be GFA maintained and released? 

Reliance on electronics ; no written testing of knowledge ; the GPC is handed out far to easily , a navex under 
observation with no gps should be involved, I reckon . 

Disconnect between stated safety culture in syllabus and actual safety decisions 
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Basic Gliding Knowledge needs fixing / completion. In my eyes: xcountry preparation starts with the very first flight. 

Basic Gliding Knowledge Revision has errors. Intensive training courses on a regular basis for ab initio 

Clubs in Australia could consider to provide proper theory courses especially for new beginners- pilots-students ... 
this idea is widely used in Europe for many years ...it helps very much instructors and students at the beginning 
stage of flight training... and provide for faster progress. 

discontinuity between instructor manual and BGK! 

Documentation of training 

fairly lazy in giving out coaching ratings, more/ongoing training in how to coach would increase the quality of 
coaching students get. 
Far too doctrinaire. 

Formerlising AEI theory training 
Human performance training is weakly delivered. Lack of syllabus (that I know of) for flight computers. Weather 
training will be weakened by over reliance of computer presented gliding forecasts like Skysite. Already my club 
rarely talks through BOM forecasts at morning briefings. 
Students have an over reliance on being fed information rather than working at learning. They attend ground school 
without a pen and paper, expect to be given prepared notes and seem scared to death if they are asked a question 
or asked to perform a task.  
Clubs need to publically celebrate the success of students passing exams, first solo, gaining ratings etc. Such 
recognition "sucks' people along and stimulates others to participate.. 
I feel the new training log is flawed and appears to beAAFC biased And had limited input from the instructor group 
generally 

I have to read the current material again. The student log book is a good idea. 

Instructors Handbook needs updating 

Standardisation needs to be carried out...new manuals, methods of implementation proofing helpful 

Standing of coaches in the operational heirarchy; that is, nowhere. Lack of a structured cross country training 
syllabus. 
Steps that GFA are making towards standardisation and training material is terrific. If there is training material if 
methods like a series of webinars can be utilised rather than travelling and training day... just as a small club it is 
fairly dependent on my availability and I don't want to disrupt its operations... 

structured program of instruction. theory and practical, set syllabus that is commonly applied 

the instructors manual needs a make over 

The latest Basic Gliding Knowledge was released with a number of flaws. An expensive flop when purchased. 

The Pilot training record book should be introduced to more clubs. I will be doing this for Waikerie with a Waikerie 
specific version. This will help in introducing older instructors to some newer teaching techniques and changes that 
have occurred since their training. Doing my training at another bigger club provided a broader exposure to training 
techniques. This would ensure that smaller clubs don't entrench older teaching methods and that there is a means of 
keeping up to date. 

With the latest improvements the training book at Adelaide Soaring Club has become much more useful. The 
syllabus is good, informal but informative. It may be worthwhile reviewing the content on accuracy and language. E.g. 
the prelanding and post release check is called FUST check. We should not be referring to checks as their acronyms 
but to their purpose. So call it a prelanding / post release check.  
 
For example page 114, the image even mentions the FUST check should be completed. We should train students 
that the pre-landing check should be completed. 

Implementation of GFA santioned Simulator Training. 

In my club not many may be a well designed symulator. 

None, skills wise. Methodology needs to move forward and embrace options like simulation. Also place greater focus 
early in training on what happens after going solo... XC etc. 
1. GFA Aerobatic Syllabus required 2. Derek Piggot's method for testing -ve g sensitivity should be a requirement 
prior to cct trng. 

A lot of instructors focused on AEF and solo training with not enough encouragement to X-country post solo. 

Advanced aircraft handling and manoeuver limits training. 
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after solo syllabus 

availability of keeping up to date with training in operation of electronic instrument use 
awareness of new members feelings regarding air sickness and how they feel.The causes and ways to over come 
this problem. 
Basic training needs to include soaring skills 

Current syllabus and training methods in club/GFA seem pretty thorough to me. Main issue is how to attract and 
retain members as they ascend the learning curve to solo/post solo. Many millennials, if they have the interest, often 
do not have the money or, as often as not, the staying power to stay the course. They want in quick and out quick so 
that they can get onto the day's next event - fast food fast fun. Challenge for gliding is how to cater for these traits in 
order to get them rusted on so that they come to understand the benefits of a deeper commitment. 

Given the recent instructor re-validation training process the only additional gap I can see is the need for more formal 
coach training and qualification. 

Hand near / on the release at the first stages of a winch launch (this could be the difference between life and death). 
Getting the aircraft balanced on the main wheel when launching (particularly bad at aerotow clubs)... 

Instructors need to promote X/C flying more 

Not enough post solo training. Not enough encouragement to keep on up skilling post solo. 
Our club has a weekend package of training with a subset of syllabus items. It would be good if awareness of this 
idea could be raised and potentially leveraged across gfa 

Out landing practice. Only one out landing is required before you can go XC. More training in this area would 
encourage more members to experience the rewards found inXC flight. 

Possibly, use of electronic instrumentation and aids 

post solo cross country 

Post solo training and the level of training required to comply with GPC requirements... 

Pre solo is good. Post solo could address more advancing a pilots soaring capabilities more. At present post solo 
pilots largely find out for themselves until they seek coaching and soaring techniques. 
quicker cross over from training to cross country 

See above. When pupils are sent solo without thermalling skills, they can only attend the airfield and do circuits. 
Having reached solo status, they naturally do not want to go back to flying with an instructor or coach, and after 
perhaps ten or twenty solo circuits many will drop out. 

Sim training together with time in air 

Spin avoidance is evidently not sufficiently addressed 

The current syllabus for initial and recurrent coaching needs to be reviewed. 

the gap between fist solo and first xc 

when i was chief coach at our club i would offer coaching and many times nobody would attend, more interested in 
just doing their own thing. This year an instructor (who i am training to be a coach) has got all the early solo pilots 
together and given them goals for cross country including coaching. it appears to be going great guns. BIG smile on 
member on Sat having done silver C. he sent me his trace for analysis, so conversation / coaching continues after 
weekend. 

Lack of cross country flight training during normal club weekend operations 

Low Level Training (Situation awareness & safe speed near the ground) . 

More country trainings 
More emphasis on low level aerotow failures. Should be practiced more to improve safety eg at AFR's as even 
experienced pilots often get it wrong. Quality not quantity along with More XC training before solo to keep their 
interest. 

More incipient training rather than full spin recovery. 

More structured theory / ground sessions with sign off by both instructor and trainee 

The link between solo and competent XC pilot is not yet strong enough. 

The mentoring aspect. Not so much coaching, but the personal mentoring of new students, keep them enthusiastic 
etc. 

Theory testing could be done online to reduce instructor workload and allow students to do this in their own time 
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There is a gap in post solo support for members that have gone solo. 

thorough student checks re a safe out landing in unfamiliar territories (pre silver C) 

transition from solo to x-country and then to comps 

we have members interested in aerobatics there seems to be no training syllabs 

Students produce a current medical , background check on Students, as the unknown pupil being presented to the 
Instructor puts all at risk. 
Ability driven flying progress not the trend of “I am spending a lot to learn” so pass me. Gaps I see is weekend 
Gliding clubs do not suit the current student who only want to come and fly (solo) within a short time span and not 
assist at the club. Look at Power Flying Clubs who cannot retain /attract members. 
teaching too quickly ,making less safe 

ALWAYS CLARIFY, SIMPLIFY THEN STREAMLINE 

I anticipate that the recently released GFA Glider Pilot Training Record will overcome the previous ad hoc student 
training records and provide a more uniform explanations from the variety of instructors a student flies with. 

I would like to see some common web based software for all clubs for the following:  
1) Glider/Instructor booking system 
2) E-records of student progress against the GFA syllabus 
3) E-records of post GPC pilot progress, annual checks  
4) Clearer accountability of which CFIs owns some one who is a member of multiple clubs - (the E-records system 
would help with this)  
5) On line training packages particularly for Rules and Regulations etc.with E records of completion  
6) Cross country training needs a different approach - with limited instructor resources and the good weather days 
resulting in lots of people turning up, it is difficult to have an instructor missing for a whole afternoon. Horsham 
coaching week is a good model perhaps a 3 day coaching weekend at each club open to all clubs throughout 
summer.  

Instruction is not standardised among all clubs and instructors within clubs. Many instructors don't get enough 
currency at instructing to remain proficient or in same cases competent. 

Instructors need to be current in instructing - you get better at it the more you do. It is also more satisfying to see a 
student through from start to finish - intensive traing is good. I think there is a hole in the training sequence at the 
post solo stage - maybe some more formalised cross country training syllabus, rather than outlanding checks and 
bumbling off! 
Insufficient ground briefings and focus on specific skill elements in isolation throughout training 

Lack of compliance with the GFA syllabus or training and consistency 

More of PMI to be in present instructor training 

no classroom briefings. No progress on to Silver C 

No national training courses for coaches or instructors 

No requirements for formal theory training on syllabus subjects or pre daily briefings before flying 

Some common theory packages (maybe PowerPoint?) would be good 

Standardization of training methods and commitment of instructors to cover theory and subjects like weather, radio, 

Streamline the training process to ensure students are not expected to hang around all day to receive possibly less 
than an hours training. Its not a good look compared with other sports for people who are time poor. 
To many versions of different styles of syllabus’s. Many clubs have their own version and the GFA’s most recent 
logbook style syllabus book is just another replica with someone else’s version..... 

we don't really test people and we never fail anyone 

Well defined competency standards 

18 

Better standardization of the FIs, so students know ahead what to expect next 

Bring older instructors up to speed with new methodologies. Consistency in delivery. We are slowly doing this at our 
club level. 
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Clear easy to read progression for the student, exercises tied into theory i.e. to do this exercise you need to read and 
understand this on pages x and y. In preparation for your next exercise you need to read pages x and Y on this, you 
need to watch this video.We did the advanced training sylabus many years ago but its seems to have fallen by the 
wayside. 

Consistency 
Consistency in assessment and syllabus delivery, eg spin training 

Consistency, non students centered T&L, flexibility of approach, too serious an approach in matters that don't matter 
all that much, lack of understanding of different student leaning styles 
Consistent ongoing training records 

Continuity.75 per cent of the training should be done by the same instructor. The current model does not allow for 
this because of the different availability of the student and instructor. 
Hear from students (and have had the experience myself ) that different instructors offer different 
solutions/instructions to a given situation, which leads to confusion for the student. Ab-initio is a dynamic & stressful 
situation anyway and this adds to the stress, Maybe this could be thoroughly discussed and some degree of 
standardization arrived at. 

I agree with the feedback you have already received. Its too ad-hoc. Needs more intensive courses. 

I am an AEI and in the past 10+ years my club only consider this rating as a passenger rating...I do zero instruction 
even though technically I could do upper air instructing. I’ve raised this with the CFIs on a number of occasions but 
always on deaf ears! 
I do not know how, but I feel we need to address student flying frequency to ensure continual progression and reduce 
repetitiveness of training. 

I think that there needs to be more consistency and less possible mis-interpretation by the individual instructor/senior 
club managers 

I think the weakness is different instructors, if a student learns on a weekend with 6 different instructors they progress 
much slower than if with the one instructor. 

Improved standardisation. Modernising instructors manual. 

Instructor re-validation opportunities are limited...still waiting to enrol in one!!! 
It is vastly improved since I learnt to soar 18 years ago. Current efforts to standardise training methods, language etc 
are commendable but have not yet penetrated to all grassroots! In my club there have been helpful informal coaching 
resources for XC and Comp flying but no formal coaching structure. Good to see you are trying to address this for 
coaching now. 
It's currently an extremely difficult path to become an instructor. It sometimes takes over 12 months or more from 
application to L1. There sometimes seems secrets to how you are trained. 

It's difficult to impress on both students and fellow instructors the need to fill in the training record after each session 
so that everyone is aware where the student is in the training syllabus. 

Keeping skills of instructors current with changes and upskilling 

lack of standardisation 

Lack of standardisation between instructors and clubs; lack of documentation around mandatory and optional 
competency standdards. 

Lack of standardised briefings 
More formal and rigorous re-qualification of instructors/coaches 

More refresher formal training both in the air and on the ground would assist - as well as having more students. 

Most instructors have low recency in ab initio training. Some instructors only fly instructing and do not fly solo. 

No clear "lesson" plans for post solo training (syllabus is reasonably ok). Coaches NOT yet trained to teach post solo 
students. Some instructors lack the basic skills for post solo training - if you can't do it, you can't teach it effectively 

No major gaps; pre solo syllabus has been recently further developed.  
Post solo has improved in recent years in my State with cross country coaching courses and availability of some very 
experienced competition pilots as coaches. 
Some students may be frustrated that they can't do pre solo training more intensively, but some also have time and 
money constraints. 
Not all instructors are aligned on the way the syllabus should be delivered. A lot of instructors still have their 
'particular way'. 
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Not enough Theory for the students...Everyone just wants to fly without fully understanding what is going on. 
Although many think it is a dry topic.. it has to be covered. 
Not sure if it's been or being looked at yet but in my opinion I'd like to see AEI training made less vaige and more 
formalized/in depth. I honestly believe the AEI rating has become watered down slightly to accommodate a quantity 
of candidates rather than quality. It's ment becoming an instructor is no longer a privilege but a notch in the belt. 

record keeping, handover communication and consistency of training issues persist. 

Some instructors not current in xcountry or comps 

Standaradistion and upskilling in instructional techniques and psychology of learning 

Standardisation needs to be carried out...new manuals, methods of implementation proofing helpful 

The syllabus should be more structured. The recently released student progress book is a step in the right direction 
but it should be reviewed periodically and improved. 

There needs to be more standardisation of instruction between gliding clubs and between instructors within gliding 
clubs. A national interactive, multimedia-based ground training resource (pre-flight briefings, etc) would be a very 
helpful tool that would cover theory subjects to a greater depth than they are now (presently just 'get in and fly') and 
free up instructors to focus on flight training. 

Too many "know it all instructors" who know better then "the principals" that have been well established over many 
years of pilot instruction. 
We instructors need to strictly adhere to key items in the Instructor's handbook. e.g. spin recovery should be 
verbatim from the handbook, rather than an approximation of it. Likewise, cross-wind take-off and landing. 

Addressing learners needs more effectivly 
Adult learning, communications techniques, cultural issues, wave soaring 

attentional to detail and individual student progress. 
Current training covers flying skills, but not instructional techniques. 

current training syllabus is adequate, but more emphasis placed on basic skills that involve safety standards. 

Differing instructional methods and biases. 

Good syllabus, more attention to human performance is in my point of view required. 

Human Factors 
If you have prior teaching/training skills, are they overall adequate to having a student in a glider trying to give 
instructions while overcoming the issues of other traffic, radio calls, lookout, etc. I personally think the instructor 
course (level 1) is too short. We are sent there because we know how to fly but I think we need more training in the 
instructing process (level 1). More time in the air, with a qualified instructor, instructing or learn to instruct. Students 
are paying and we need to be able to get them as quick as possible to solo (safely) with the least cost to them. Once 
they can fly on their own is when you will keep them. I think we need more ideas on how to instruct and gadgets that 
can be used to assist. I have a small whiteboard that I use when on the ground. 

Keeping students interested, more flying time.. 
Lack of incorporation of Defensive flying instructing and commonplace superficial instructing that involves little 
though about what works and what the objectives are for each trainee skill build. 

PMI, Human Factors, More theory - GA students understand more aerodynamics and basic theory, more formal 
approach - too ad hoc and much rework when student has multiple instructors. Poor standardisation across GFA. 
Inconsistent checking standards in clubs and across GFA 

Safety and Error Management, Situational awareness, Decision making, Human factors and Currency Management 

The importance of preflight/postflight brief/debrief, all to often the instructor is jumping between gliders to properly 
brief/debrief. I have had club members come to me latter to ask me to explain something that I was briefing to a 
student preflight, these members are already solo pilots! 

There is no need for Instructor and coaches to have format training qualifications apart from there own level of flying 
rating 

Threat/Error/Mgt 
Training methods could better utilise new growth in training methods and use of methods suitable to particular 
learning styles. 
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Seems comprehensive and complete. I like it, though I still find it awkward to instruct using the "the effect is as I input 
cause" model rather than the more logical (to me) "I input cause and the effect is" model ... And is it so very important 
to be lockstep in this approach? Or could it be better to go with the "strengths" of the individual instructor? Trips me 
up all the time. 

GFA would do well to implement trainee incentive(s) so we can retain students at all stages of their training and 
beyond. The syllabus itself is solid. The vast majority of students get halfway through their training and find 
something else they would rather do (therefore losing all their progress), or barely go solo. 
 
Firstly GFA should establish the root cause of these premature departures, then find a way to make these students 
want to stay with their respective clubs. 

Given the spate of crashes lately the emphasis on safe speed near the ground. 

 

I believe the L1 instructor course is too short. We all know how to fly (hopefully) but it is the "in the air" calm voice 
instructing that is required. 

I think that if instructors follow the instructor handbook, and therefore provide consistent example that is good. I think 
it has been well researched at abinitio and early cross country level. The safety seminars are very good, particularly 
providing a review of recent accidents, and causes.  
 
An area that does concern me, particularly in light of recent fatalities, is that instructors need to be monitoring the 
'over the horizon' behaviours of members, and identifying risky behaviours eg 'low saves' or landings without a 
circuit. Could CFIss be required to review a proportion of OLC flights for all XC pilots, or if the flights are not being put 
on OLC, then examination of the FLARM. risky behaviours are then addressed via discussion with that person and 
ongoing monitoring.  
I actually think that the current instructors manual is fairly good but the new student training record book is a load of 
crap; it is more like a mini BGK and should only be a record of progress and all references should be back to the 
BGK/instructors manual. Also it should follow the GPC skills with only one record of skills achieved ie; KISS 
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14 Appendix C – Refers Section #12 
assistance with the personal costs ie a fuel subsidy, AFR cost would be appreciated 

instructing is an volunteer activity with huge responsibility so to add layers of complication with regard to paperwork, 
compliance, cost in "upskilling" etc will drive busy people like myself away from instructing. I am waiting to see what 
is involved in an upcoming instructor revalidation course, to see whether 40 years of instructing comes to an end for 
me. I am hoping to be pleasantly surprised though! 

It seems that S2F will increase CFIs workload rather than reduce it 

Just keep things simple. Too much time is spent doing Pilot cards, Training records and of course the Logbook. 

Keep it simple. Change for the sake of change is not good or welcome. As often mentioned, if something isn't broken 
don't try to fix it. 

Maybe paid instructors would be more professional? 

Most in gliding are volunteers in most cases doing a great Job!don't muddy the water with unnecessary hocus-pocus 
to meet some academic criteria set be ex RAAF CASA bureaucrat who have never instructed a run of the mill normal 
student (they cull anybody off training courses who are not of an exemplary standard ) 

Need to understand why a L3 instructor at our club was killed doing his duty. What hope have the rest of us got??? 

Should not be an additional burden on instructors and coaches or we'll lose some. 

Stop trying to build an empire which feels like a dictatorship In charge of volunteers. 

The document search on the gfa website is not very good at finding things! 

The new BGK has been released with multiple serious issues. There are gaps and inconsistencies between the BGK 
and the Instructors manual. 

A refresher on the learning process. The GFA instructor refresher course brought me up to speed with new 
information and made me aware of bad habits I had accumulated. 

Ensure present rollout momentum is maintained 

For a mainly volunteer organisation we do a great job. Let's do better!! 

GFA is doing a great job with limited resources. Significant improvements noted over the past few years in terms of 
communication and information sharing 
Happy with present syllabus. 

I'm happy with the Level 2 course that was presented to me. Also to the earlier AEI and L.1 courses. 

nil 

Nil 
No 

No 
No additional comments 

No comment 

No other ideas. 

No. 

No. 

No... 

None 
None 

None at this time 

Not at the moment 

S2F seems a good initiative. All the best with its implementation. 
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Sorry, no 

Your going in the right direction� 

Club flying day management, planning the day to fulfill members' expectation. 

We need to match the expectations of our customers, members & new members, who work and live in a skilled 
environment. 

The biggest limitation our students have is they have limited time and funds to attend regular training. 

a pre syllabus for training instructors ,prior to attending an instructor course 

Approach seems to be formulae driven and does not recognise individual students requirements or capacity nor 
instructors experience or capacity to empathise with student. 

Aptitude! Attitude! Progressive outlook! Motivation! Not just knowledge - demonstrable behaviours 

As a retired senior safety and quality system auditor for Standards Australia the message I got loud and clear after 
thousands of audits is simply that all systems fail! Mainly because people do not follow them; the reason that they are 
not followed are many; but high on the list is constant changes to the systems, documents and requirements. WE do 
not need another new training system just a fine tune of the existing system. And we certainly do not need a new 
fancy name for a new system.The problem is not with the documents but more with having all instructors and 
coaches teaching the same things ALL the time. No amount of new documents or systems will achieve that outcome. 
Instructor and coach refresher training should concentrate on achieving consistency of method and message and not 
on going for a fly with the RMO. 

As an Instructor of 30+ years of experience, I feel that the sport has lost basic training in the cross country side of 
Glider flying. Too much emphasis on electronic navigation devices such as GPS, particularly in the early stages of 
X/C training. Basic navigation skills such as Map reading, Met, airspace awareness etc., should be made mandatory 
as a primary subjects. As a former GA pilot , these subjects and skills were taught in the training syllabus, and gave 
the student a better understanding of the dangers involved and high standards required for safe flight. 

Avoid straitjacket rules on instructing. Different techniques often have merit and "too many rules" inhibit progress. For 
example consider, "thou shalt not show stalling on the first flight". Why not, especially if the student is acing all the 
preceding exercises? Move on as appropriate. Some things that are passed on are dangerous, like the myth of 
ground effect (sound like heresy?). It can kill you if you dive down into "ground effect" to get over a fence. The 
physics are against this myth but we seem unable to analyse such a proposition and see how foolish it is. One 
instructor advocated bouncing a glider over a fence. He killed his passenger. There seems little intelligence 
sometimes. For example, if you have just landed and are still at speed heading for a fence, what should you do. 
"Ground loop!" is the common answer, but a better first approach would be to lower the undercarriage. Less chance 
of glider breaking up. Can ground loop it later if needed. Trainees should be strongly trained to never go through a 
fence and told what to do to avoid it. 
Be honest with the student. Assess suitability of that individual to proceed with Training or suggest another activity. 
Too many bucket list older clients who do not get honest assessment on their ability to progress. 

Clearer description of options for engagement in different pathways. Clear understanding of the milestones to be 
achieved. This could be in a summary 'PowerPoint' type view and would include the qualitative aspects of being a 
coach or instructor (covered in some depth in manuals, not in summary). 

CONSIDER AEI pilots to conduct specific upper level training for new pilots. 

Dennis Medlow is developing a lot of great material with Cadets. We need to learn and take the good stuff from other 
flying disciplines without losing what we are good at. While we need to be more professional, we also need to not 
lose our good emergency and spin culture. Paperwork should enhance not take over. GA paperwork is good but at 
the expense of the actual product. 

Develop standard GFA training syllabus lesson plans for mandated use by all instructors. Develop a syllabus for 
Instructor training that includes PMI 

Don't forget the trainee in all this. The GFA needs to tap into tertiary institutions which offer aviation and sell gliding to 
those students as a way of developing their flying skills to supplement any powered flying and provide an array of 
'stick and rudder' skills that will aid their expeditious attainment of powered flying qualifications. 

DOT POINT SUMMARIES 

Establish structured training for coaches and instructors. No instructor ratings for pilots over 70 years of age. 

FIRC's have been in train now since 2014. I am aware of significant suggestions listed to improve future courses. 
Have these been raked over and consolidated into or added to existing syllabus? 
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Following on from the above, we invest a lot of time and energy into training new members to go solo. In our club, in 
the past we have only retained one in eight of people that go solo into long term members. So I see it as vital that we 
provide more support and training post solo than pre solo. So we have started a post solo initiative at our club, where 
we are putting a lot of focus on post solo pilots to help them get through to doing 3 x 300 km cross country flights, 
and 600 km dual cross country. It involves all aspects of what they need to learn to be competent cross country 
pilots. We hope in this way to maintain one if two of every pilot that we send solo to being a Long term member. This 
is our first summer of the initiative, so is too early to be able to measure success or otherwise. However I think this is 
a problem accross the whole of the GFA. 
Formalised, State-based and delivered Instructor development schools/courses or professional development - i.e. 2-3 
day courses to ensure consistent delivery of instruction and assessment of standards. 

getting the balance right will be a challenge, to much training/knowledge required could scare people off, not enough 
will leave holes. Attention also needs to focus on interpersonal skills for new instructors, being able to communicate 
the required information on the ground as well as in flight is an art which needs to be developed/practiced. 

Given time commitment, perhaps it is time to employ fulltime qualified instructors who do nothing else in certain 
geographical locations. 

Gliding has to be seen as more professional & friendly than it has been in the past. some work on how to be seen as 
professional / friendly, should be considered. eg overseas (UK), you would see the instructor with a name badge, 
maybe a club shirt. Not all clubs here do this.  
 
Students should be treated to a more professional experience (as they would get at a SCUBA course, notes, training 
records, clear progression steps, online training units).  
 
The push for better simulator use across the country is really good, and actually requiring instructors to do some 
training on how to train students in the simulator would be good. for example the refresher course could require them 
to instruct some flights in the simulator.  
 
Maybe simulators could be used to demonstrate the pitfalls of a low save, above a bad paddock, with a strong wind... 
to the dodgy older pilot who does low saves in real life.  
 
Possibly GFA could look at online training, and a national database where students can do the theory for QGP and 
check out videos of key things. Coaches and instructors would need to support this and be familiar with it.  
 
Much of the above require a focus on a consistency across clubs. The bigger and better resourced clubs are the 
easier this will be. improving how instructors can be shared across clubs and involved in training at other clubs, eg 
helping out at midweek courses elsewhere (or having a pool of available instructors to assist on week courses), could 
work for everyone.  

Ground school instructor rating. Intensive ground school training days. Online radio procedure training aid. Computer 
based training packages for ground school (CPL training adopted this 20 years ago!). At least an approved set of 
Power Point slides. Computer based training records - preferably web based so instructor can complete record of 
training on his phone. 

Have noticed that most newer instructors spend far too much time briefing in cockpit prior to takeoff. Overload of 
information.Pupils seem to be afraid of using airbrakes as required, even when quite high on approach, with only 
small amount in use. Not good practice when later trying to get into small paddock on outlanding. Could use a ground 
marker occasionally to judge proficiency of spot landing. Don't agree on not signalling for too slow on winch launch, 
as no danger if taught about safe height when using wing waggling. 

Have the lecture subjects covered by highly qualified persons such as school teachers. technical training persons. 

I fly in other countries where "ground school" forms an integral part of the syllabus to achieve a pilot licence. I think 
this formalized school imparts a greater knowledge to the student and contributes to a safer operation. We could start 
by introducing ground school for instructors. 

I love the idea of up skilling instructors and coaches and I'm more than keen to better my own technique. I only worry 
about what the quality of instructors will be if the pitch is for more and more instructors. I'm not saying I'm a great 
instructor I'd just like to see gliding become, if it's not already, the benchmark in flight training. 
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I recently attended Instructor revalidation (FIRC) that proved useful.  
Could be useful to hear from experienced coaches of how they progress important concepts and strategies during 
cross country flying. I suspect that there can be a tendency to try to do too much at once and overload the student 
during early cross country flights. I was entirely self taught apart from some out-landing training and my early 
competition flying was a rather steep learning curve. 

ID high caliber instructors & mentor / pathway to develop to next level . Remove political agendas & improve 
operational standards to higher levels . 

In general there are a lot of different documents. Maybe the syllabus should start with a list of additional documents 
and their purpose. 

Initial instructor course is too rushed over one week. A lot more work needs to be done in training potential instructors 
prior to the course. 

it is a concern that some people get into coaching without going through the DSR coaching manual. I made a PPT 
that replaced this that I insist all coaches go through now. So they have done the coaching. For example an instructor 
thought that he would do a lead and follow on the weekend. No idea as to the issues in doing such a task. 

Just consistency 

Make sure that the syllabus objectives are very specific and not able to be mis-interpreted. 

More emphasis on effective and standardised radio communications to enhance clarity and situational awareness. 

National training card scheme.. 
Need closer cooperation between Ops and Sports with regards to cross country training. e.g. Outlandings should only 
be taught by someone who does them for real, but does need to be an instructor. We need two levels of coach - 
BASIC (to cover the GPC post solo items) and PERFORMANCE (to cover refining skills to go faster). These should 
be separate and not viewed as a progression. All L1+ instructors who fly cross country regularly should be trained 
and assessed to be a BASIC coach. Outlanding training should then require both a L1+ rating as well as BASIC 
Coach rating. 

Rigid formalisation of a syllabus is possible for the very early stages of a pilots training, but training in soaring is so 
weather dependent that it cannot be put into a step by step syllabus. 

Simple clear well designed syllabus, with defined hours launches flights etc. 

Run more formal GFA Approved coaching programs like the G Dale courses at Narromine, Keepit Fast at Lake 
Keepit etc. 
Should be the clubs responsibility but with the GFA database would it be possible to identify new members and 
automatically send them the appropriate documents without them having to learn the onerous/time consuming 
process of finding same? This might arm those reluctant searchers of information with the required reading behind 
them when they front up at the club. Perhaps this is not such a problem now that we have the much better Glider 
Pilot Trng Record 

Should format as workshops 

speech to young pilots to learn how to grab them and enthuse there generation 

Stronger focus on HF and scenario based control upset skills 

Structured lesson plan,combined with some online courses. Would make course efficient and also provide room as a 
refresher if not flown for a while. Eg winter break etc 
Succinct advice on techniques to get the message across (ie effective instructing) might be useful. One size doesn't 
fit all. 
Ten years ago I began instructor training days within the panel at my club . Dedicating an entire day and all club 
equipment to the instructor panel members . Encouraging all instructors to request exercises to fill in the gaps in their 
own knowledge. Some liked the idea , some strenuously objected . All the good instructors jumped at the chance to 
learn . Others attempted to ridicule me into non existence . Perhaps a roster for a geographical area which requires 
instructors to participate at clubs , not their own , could resolve some of the inbred idiosyncratic issues that every club 
allows ? 
The coaching needs to be broken down to different categories; early X country, advance competition, national team 
coaching. 
The GFA have put a lot of work into its training syllabus/manuals ensuring that clubs and instructors understand and 
adhear to the syllabus would be a step in the right direction. 

There is a need for computer based training 
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Train instructors, to coach, prepare & evaluate students away from the aircraft prior to flights, and after flights, 
allowing less inactive time of the aircrafts. 
Particularly when winch drivers are sitting on the winch waiting for operations to continue. 

Trainers need to be able to relate to younger students 

Training in attitude assessment would possibly be helpful. 

Training in psychology. Training in "Emotional Intelligence" would be very beneficial if some of the older dogmatic 
level 2's & 3's were to take it in. I have seen so many people leave gliding because of the attitude and arrogance of 
some instructors. 

Try to be more succinct . Not everything can be taught pre solo 

Up skill program needs to inc Principals of Adult Learning, Human Factors, Risk & Error Management etc. Basically 
what we do with inst training. Existing Inst Manual does not reflect modern Adult Learning Principals. 
Glider pilots are checked almost every flight: on tow, on winch, in thermals by peers, and most circuits and landings 
have critical witnesses. Faults and risks are well recognised, without annual checks. Most don't do any damage even 
if lacking polish. The learning process involves mistakes, non critical, but should result in increased skill. Much 
checking is thus achieved without actual check flying and this should be acknowledged in our manuals. PPL only has 
biennial flight checks and GFA moving to biennial checks perhaps after 5 years, or 300 hours or 50 hours p.a. should 
be a policy. 
Gliding has a criticising culture. Most feel it a duty, if not a right, to criticise any PIC, or even a new arrival on the 
airfield. Experts could not train a dog or horse that way. We need to move to a more supportive training routine. 

The syllabus needs to address unification of the instruction 

There needs to be more support of small clubs , encourage young to ake up gliding as a pathway maybe to 
commercial flying. Keep things simple in administration. There are too many hurdles to jump to stay in gliding for the 
pure pleasure of just flying. Freedom to fly. 

Be clear what you're trying to achieve and check along the way that you're on track to those outcomes :) 

Emphasis on club level preparation, practice in some level of simulator (maybe just 2 chairs) 

I recommend the use of simulators and in flight video technology so that students and instructors can respectively 
review what and how they are being taught and teaching 

I would like to be more involved as our club (Mt Beauty) needs it now more than ever. Training and TIF's have 
ceased for the meantime and Bernie is focusing what remains of the club on its members. We've gone from a 
growing active club to one on near extinction. Our committee is feeling burnt out, and there is some internal politics 
which will need time to dissolve. The club has ongoing expenses so will need to resume TIF's at some time to keep 
the revenue coming in. I think we're stilling figuring out what is achievable. CC 

Include segments on successful customer communication to drive greater conversion from student to member. 

Initial use of simulator by AAFC has proved beneficial 

Make sure your intentions are communicated well to those who are needed to make it work 

Now that simulators are used in some clubs, specific and standardised teaching methods on gliding simulators 
should be taught to instructors who want to instruct on the simulator. 

Perhaps a Universally accepted Flight/Soaring training simulator? 

Publish what you need help with and people can offer their assistance. Make the badge process clearer to everyone. 
The process is easy - the documentation is not very clear. Embrace in new technologies; include modern glider 
computer systems (xcsoar, LK8000 etc) Older gliders can be made state of the art and still be affordable to the 
normal newcomer that is not an airline captain. A simple version of a simulator: Condor, joystick, headtracker - 
affordable and portable. A very useful and accessible training tool - instead of a fandangled expensive simulator. 

You can be the best instructor in the world, but if the administrative process are poor and you don't have the students 
history on hand and ten students have all turned up on the same day getting half an hour each the student 
experience and progress is slow. I say the E-revolution needs to go hand in hand with any upskilling of stick and 
rudder skills, I don't think these are the issue. 

Don't advertise 'solo in a week' it usually takes more time. Safety first. 

Find a way to include smaller and remote operations, not just chirpy emails 

lack of younger people 
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The question is "what costs and times are involved" in the upgrade. I enjoy instructing so long as you can get a fair 
balance between instructing and your personal flying time. All the instructors, and there are not that many,( and we 
are needing more now) are getting to the stage in life where they can see an end to their flying. There are no new 
young instructors coming up prepared to commit the time and money. The Club has even subsidized level one and 
two trainees with their costs and had scant return commitment to share the instructor load ; 

By this you are implying the instructors aren't good enough. Thanks for the confidence. The more work forced on 
people the less inclined people will be to volunteer to do the work. 

yes, 
the FIRC are two far apart both in time intervals and distance to travel to. this is because i live in NSW and work in 
QLD which leaves me with limited time to attend an FIRC. 

 




